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Newtonian to non-Newtonian master flow curves of a bulk glass alloy
Pd40Ni10Cu30P20
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H. S. Chen
Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974
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The viscosity and flow stress of a bulk Pd40Ni10Cu30P20 alloy glass near the glass transition were
measured as a function of temperature and strain rate under compression. The steady-state viscosity
of the glass for a given temperature remains constant at low strain rate, then decreases by many
orders of magnitude above a critical strain rate. A master curve in term of the viscosity ratioh/hN

and the producthNė has been constructed, whereh and hN are, respectively, the steady-state
viscosity and Newtonian viscosity, andė is the strain rate. The flow stress also can be represented
in terms of the producthNė. The master curves are fitted with a simple stress relaxation of the form
12exp@2t/l# with t5 ė21. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!01651-9#
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A number of alloy systems, such as Pd–Ni–P, Pd–C
Si, and Pt–Ni–P have been known for some time as v
easy glass formers.1 Recently Ln–Al–TM, Zr–Al–TM, Hf–
Al–TM, and Mg–TM–Ln have been found to form a gla
easily.2 Here TM stands for transition metals Fe, Co, Ni, a
Cu. These alloys can be cast into a bulk glass from a me
cooling rates as low as 10 K/s, and the glasses show a w
supercooled liquid region before crystallization. The hi
stability and fluidity of these glass alloys opens the possi
ity of forming bulk materials of various shapes, at eleva
temperatures, with straightforward processes, such as
ing, forging, extrusion, and consolidation. Flow and def
mation of alloy glasses at elevated temperature near a g
transition,Tg , have been reported.3 The Newtonian viscos-
ity, hN , of alloy glasses has a temperature dependence
lowing a Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann~VFT! expression,4–6

hN5h0 exp @Q/(T2T0)#, whereT0 is the VFT tempera-
ture. At temperatures belowTg , alloy glasses deform inho
mogeneously and the fracture strength depends on the s
rate but remains nearly constant with varyin
temperatures.3,7

In this letter, we report on the viscosity o
a Pd40Ni10Cu30P20

8 alloy glass near the glass transitio
(Tg5575 K), as a function of temperature and strain r
with compression test. The steady-state viscosity of the g
at a given temperature remains constant at low strain rateė,
then decreases above a critical strain rate,ėc , indicating
Newtonian to non-Newtonian flow, and the viscosity~h! de-
creases by many orders of magnitude. The critical strain r
ėc , strongly depends on temperature, and inversely scale
Newtonian viscosity (hN). We construct a master curve for
glass alloy in terms of the viscosity ratio (h/hN) and the
product (hNė) of the viscosity (hN) and strain rate (ė). The
flow stress,s f , also can be represented by a master curv
terms of the producthNė. The flow stress,s f , increases
proportionally with strain rate in the Newtonian regime a

a!Electronic mail: hikato@imr.tohoku.ac.jp
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tends to flatten out at a high strain rate in the non-Newton
regime. A relaxation model is proposed and the mas
curves are fitted with a simple stress relaxation function
the form 12exp@21/t1ġ # wheret1 is a time constant andġ
is the shear rate.

Alloy ingots were prepared by arc melting pure metals
a purified argon atmosphere. Cylindrical samples of
Pd40Ni10Cu30P20 alloy glass 2 mm in diameter were obtaine
by melt casting into a Cu mold. Glassy structure of the c
samples was confirmed by x-ray diffraction. Thermal pro
erties were measured by differential scanning calorime
~DSC!. The onset of the glass transition temperatureTg and
the onset of crystallization were determined at 0.33 K/s to
575 and 655 K, respectively. For a compressive mechan
test, cylindrical samples, 2 mm diameter34 mm length, were
cut from the cast glass alloy and the surfaces polished pa
lel. The compression tests were conducted using an Inst
type.

Figure 1 shows the strain-rate dependence of the stre
strain curves atT5573 K. At low strain rate ė,1.0
31023/s, the stresss increases monotonically with straine
and attains a steady-state flow stresss f . At high strain rate,

FIG. 1. Stress–strain curves at various strain ratesė. The example is given
tested atT5573 K.
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ė.531023/s, s increases initially attaining a maximum
value at straine;631022. It then decreases and attains
steady-state value fore.1031022. Such a stress overshoo
phenomenon has been observed previously in Zr-based
alloys.3 The steady-state viscosityh(5s f /3ė) was thus ob-
tained.

The strain rate dependence of viscosityh and flow stress
s f are illustrated in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 2~a!, h remains constant forė, ėc and then
decreases drastically forė. ėc . At much higherė, log h vs
log ė curves show a slope of21. We define here the critica
strain rateėc at the intersection of viscosityh( ė) lines in the
low and highė regime. The termėc is also the critical strain
rate, above which the strain–stress curves show a s
overshoot~Fig. 1!. The Newtonian viscosityhN decreases by
two orders of magnitude from;331011 Pa s at 568 K
to 23109 Pa s at 588 K, and the critical strain rateėc

appears vary nearly inversely proportional tohN , from
231024 s21 to 331022 s21. The corresponding strain-rat
dependence of flow stresss f(5A 3ėh) is shown in Fig.
2~b!. The flow stresss f increases linearly withė initially
then deviates from the linearity and attains a plateau
ė. ėc . It may be noted that for the temperature range stud
at very high strain rate, e.g.,ė.531022 s21, the viscosities
and flow stresses tend to merge together and vary slig
with temperature in contrast with the large change in
Newtonian viscosityhN . The limiting maximum flow stress
s f* decreases slightly with increasing temperature fr
3.83108 Pa s atT5568 K to 2.13108 Pa atT5588 K.

The normalized viscosityh/hN and the flow stresss f

plotted against the product (hNė) of strain rate and Newton
ian viscosity are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively.

FIG. 2. The strain rateė dependence of viscosityh ~a!, and flow stresss f

~b! at various temperatures: 568 K~s!, 573 K ~j!, 578 K ~L!, 583 K ~m!,
and 588 K~,!. The termėc is the critical strain at the intersection of tw
viscosity lines.
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The temperature dependence of the viscosity,hN , is shown
in the inset. The viscosityhN5h0 exp @Q/kT# with
h053.75310248 Pa s andQ;5 eV. As shown in Figs. 3~a!
and 3~b!, h/hN and s f , in the non-Newtonian regime, i.e
hNė.108 Pa, decrease with increasing temperature.
horizontal shift the log(h/hN) vs log(hNė) curves to
T5578 K, a master curve is obtained as shown in Fig. 4~a!.

FIG. 3. The normalized viscosityh/hN ~a!, and the flow stresss f ~b! vs
hNė, the products of Newtonian viscosity and strain rateė at various tem-
peratures: 573 K~j!, 578 K ~L!, 583 K ~m!, and 588 K~,!. The tempera-
ture dependence ofhN is shown in the inset.

FIG. 4. A master curve of viscosityh/hN ~a! and flow stresss f ~b! in terms
of the producthNė at T5578 K. Shift factorsaT are shown in the inset. The
curves are fitted with a relaxation function of the form 12exp(21/t1ė),
with the time constant,t15180 s.
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The shift factorsaT are shown in the inset. As stated prev
ously, at highhNė, the logh/hN vs loghNėaT curve shows
a slope of21. Using the same shift factors, we are ab
to obtain a master curve in terms ofs f•aT and hNė•aT

shown in Fig. 4~b!. Since log(sf•aT)5log(hė•aT)
5log(h/hN)1log(hNė•aT), in fact, the shape of log(h/hN) vs
log(hNė•aT) and the log(sf•aT) vs log(hNė•aT) master curve
is identical upon rotating each other by 45°.

Non-Newtonian flow in a polymer system has been
tensively investigated theoretically and experimentall9

Theories in general treat viscosity of melt polymers cau
by entanglements which decrease with shear rates. At
shear rates, the time required to form an entanglemen
longer than the transit time of a group of segments ove
potential entanglement site. As a result, entanglements
not have time to form and viscosity decreases. The ini
structure is broken down and the new steady-state struc
has the entanglement formation time comparable to the t
sit time. It is the reconfiguration of entanglements that cau
the non-Newtonian flow. The theories predict that the n
Newtonian viscosity, at very high strain rates, follows pow
law, i.e.,h;ġ2n with n56/710 and 3/4.11 Here ġ is a shear
rate. Recent computer simulations in Lennard-Jo
glasses12 reveal that the shearing action changes the liq
structure so that there is a tendency to reorganize the liq
directionally, facilitating flow and reducing viscosity, and th
steady-state viscosity approaches asymptotically a maxim
(t* ) at very high shear rate. In the non-Newtonian flo
regime at constant shear ratesġ.t* /G`l, there exists an
overshoot in the stress versus strain curve because the s
tural breakdown processes are much slower than the s
relaxation processes governing the viscosity,~whereG` is a
shear rigidity modulus andl is shear relaxation time!. It
seems clear that the observed nonlinear and non-Newto
behaviors are fundamental properties of a liquid or gla
state. Accordingly we propose the relaxation model to illu
trate the flow behavior of alloy glasses as follows.

When a viscoelastic material is deformed at a cons
shear rateġ, at first the stress rises linearly with time,t(t)
5G`•ġt5G`g(t), as a liquid takes time to respond stru
turally. Since a liquid will not support a static stress, it flow
and the rate of increase of the stress decreases. It atta
limiting steady-state value,ts5G`lġ5hġ, where l is a
shear relaxation time. In theory then, the strain rate is
creased without limit, andts will also become higher with-
out limit. However, the stress will reach a critical level,tc ,
at which a substantial structural breakdown takes place.
example, the initial cooperative domains may break down
the shear reorganizes the liquid directionally to facilitate
flow. The new structure has a shorter relaxation ti
l8,l, tc5G`l8ġ and, h5tc /ġ5G`l8,hN . Appre-
ciable decreases in viscosity, i.e., non-Newtonian flow, w
be observed. Ideally the structure of the liquid chang
through relaxation even at low strain rate and low flo
stress. It is at a critical stresstc that an appreciable deviatio
in h from the Newtonian flow is observable. With a furth
increase in strain rate, structure changes further and the
cosity h and the shear relaxation timel8 decreases accord
ingly while the flow stresst may increase slightly. The
steady-state stress asymptotically approaches a maximu
loaded 25 Aug 2011 to 130.34.134.250. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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very high shear rate. The limiting stress (t* ) may be inter-
preted as the actual cohesive strength of the materials,
maximum elastic shear strainge* 5t* /G` , which the liquid
can support, is thus a characteristic of materials and m
depend slightly on atomic configuration of the liquid. Th
maximum flow strength,t* in general, is several time
smaller than the ultimate fracture strength of the solid gl
tu , the fracture strength of a glass whenġ@l21.

We arrive at two end conditions for the flow stress

ts5G`lġ5hNġ for ġ,tc /G`l,t* /G`l, ~1a!

ts5t* 5G`ġe* for ġ.t* /G`l. ~1b!

The conditions set forth above can be approximated by, c
sidering the relaxation mechanism for the non-Newton
flow proposed above, a simple stress relaxation function

ts5t* t1ġ@12exp~21/t1ġ !# ~2a!

and

h/hN5@12exp~21/t1ġ !#, ~2b!

wheret15Gl/t* 5l/ge* . We found the Young’s modulus
of the Pd-based glass,E`;531010 Pa and estimated th
maximum elastic strain of the liquidge* ;t* /G`

;A 3s* /E`51022. The experimental data are fitted wit
Eqs. ~2a! and ~2b! and shown in Fig. 4. In the fitting, we
adopt compressive stresss f and compressive strain rateė, in
place oft andġ in Eqs.~2a! and~2b!. It simply effects upon
the time constantt1 accordingly. The agreements are ve
satisfactory.

It is extraordinary that experimental viscosities of a gla
alloy Pd40Ni10Cu30P20 can be fitted well with simple stres
relaxation of the formG(t)5G` @12exp(2t/l)# of a single
relaxation timel. It predicts that the viscosity of the allo
glass follows the power lawh}ė2n at very large strain rates
as have been established in polymers.9 We also note that the
maximum elastic shear strainge* , which liquid can sustain,
is small in 1022 for the alloy glass as compared withge*
51021 for polymer glass. Further investigations on flo
properties for other alloy glasses are of great interest.
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